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a Mercedes-Benz C Sedan as your specific vehicle, any search you perform will be filtered to
exclude parts that do not fit your Mercedes-Benz C Sedan. Whether you search via the search
bar above or using the category directory to the left, the parts displayed below are guaranteed
to fit your Mercedes-Benz C Sedan. If the Mercedes-Benz C Sedan is not your car, please use
the vehicle selector above to change your car to the correct year, make, model, and engine. If
you're having difficulty finding the parts you need, Contact Us to speak with a knowledgeable
customer service expert. In order to add an item to a project you must be logged in. If you do
not have an account please click the link below. Thank you for taking the time to provide us with
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selected! Exclude Universal Fit. Instrument Panel Light Bulb. Not Specified. Secondary Air
Injection Pump. Suspension Control Arm Kit. Genuine Mercedes. We offer a wide array of auto
parts as part of our extensive inventory at eEuroparts. Among the many different types of
automotive parts that we offer are Mercedes Benz parts. Included in our extensive array of parts
are those specifically for the Mercedes Benz Designed to provide a compact executive car
option to the buying public, the C-Class from Mercedes Benz was first introduced in and
became available for purchase in in order to replace the previous range of vehicles. The C-Class
of vehicles quickly became dubbed as the Baby Benz due to the fact that it was the smallest
vehicle in the lineup from Mercedes Benz. Manufactured at factories located in Bremen and
Sindelfingen, Germany as well as factories located in East London and Brazil, the C-Class
rapidly became a popular choice among consumers. The Mercedes Benz came onto the market

in as a replacement to the previous C With this new introduction, the C was expanded to a 2.
Torque on the new vehicle was increased to N. The last model of the C-Class would come off
the assembly line in the summer of ; however, this many of these vehicles are still operational
and on the road today. If you are searching for Mercedes Benz parts, we have everything you
need at eEuroparts. You can rely on us to provide you with reliable, authentic parts. In order to
add an item to a project you must be logged in. If you do not have an account please click the
link below. Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your suggestions for improving
eEuroparts. If you have any questions please contact us. Thank you for taking the time to let us
know about an issue with one of our listings. Want to narrow your results? We are processing a
warranty replacement order for you. Warranty replacement orders add a "hold" to your credit
card in the amount of the replacement order. This "hold" will only be completed into a charge in
the event that the warranty item is not returned to us within 1 week of receiving the replacement
item or the item is being returned for reasons other than the warranty issue stated. If you are
using a debit card for this order the "hold" will temporarily make the full amount of the funds
unavailable for your use. If you're using a debit card we suggest you switch to a credit card. Do
I have your authorization to proceed? Please select your T-Shirt size below. T-shirts may not
ship with your order. Please allow weeks for delivery This will not affect your orders shipment.
Contact eEuroparts. Select Your Vehicle to find parts that fit. Select a Year Your VIN returned
multiple car options. This happens when the VIN lookup software we use does not return
specific engine or trim information. Click your engine or body trim option below:. VIN: Vehicle
Name:. This item requires a VIN to order. The VIN is used to ensure that this part fits your
vehicle. I agree to the Special Order policy. Select Your Mercedes-Benz C Models - Kompressor
- Sport Engines 2. Exhaust Lock Nut M8. Add to Cart. Intake Manifold Gasket - Driver Side.
Intake Manifold Gasket - Passenger Side. Spark Plug. Power Steering Fluid 1 Liter. Ignition Coil.
Light Bulb Headlight H7. Intake Manifold Bolt M6x Transmission Service Kit. Please Login In
order to add an item to a project you must be logged in. Share Link:. Thank you for your
feedback. Log in here to share this part - Or - Register an account below. Enter the name and
email you would like to share this part with. Your email has been sent. Select your vehicle
below. Your shirt size has been selected! Convertible Top. Cooling System. Fuel System. Wiper
System. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors
Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. For more information go to The C is
touted as the most responsive and most fun to drive among Mercedes Benz's C-class models.
Its low price, coupled with a range of features such as a multifunction steering wheel and
automatic climate control, offers value for money. It gives a balanced feel when driving
compared to the heavier vehicles powered by V-6 engines. It also offers great body control,
thanks to its reliable suspension. Your precious C's condition should never be overlooked. Do
you regularly change its oil? Oil change can be an unwanted task for many car owners, but it is
necessary. Because if you do not change the oil, sludge will build up in engine components
such as the valves, camshafts, piston rings, and crankcase. Eventually, it will be costly for you
to have your engine cleaned or to have the damaged engine parts repaired. So think of regular
oil changes as inexpensive insurance for your engine. We give you some helpful tips so that
you can perform oil change properly on your C The standard interval for Mercedes Benz
vehicles is six months or 3, miles. For the specific year of your C, it is best to refer to your
owner's manual for the exact oil change schedule. The wrong oil can reduce lubrication and
ultimately, the lifespan of your engine. So it pays to know the right oil type before adding new
oil. In most Mercedes Benz cars, the oil cap bears the correct oil type for your engine. If you
cannot find the exact oil type on the cap, consult your owner's manual. DIY oil change is great,
as it saves you money instead of having a mechanic do the job for you. But be mindful of your
safety as well. Each time you work under your car, you are at risk of exposure to other liquids
like coolant, brake fluid, and battery acid. Wear the right safety gear to protect your eyes and
skin. Have enough ground clearance so that you can properly, safely, and comfortably work

under your C Drive your car up on ramps, with adequate clearance so that you will be able to fit
and work under the car. Apply the brake and place wheel chucks on the rear wheels. Remove
the lower plastic cover and put a drain pan under the car. Pull off the oil drain plug near the oil
pan. Install a new oil filter; be sure that its opening faces the engine. Put the oil drain plug back
on the oil pan. Now, you can proceed to adding engine oil. Make sure the engine is not overfilled
with oil by doing the following: add 6 quarters of oil, start the engine, and check for leaks. Put
back on the lower plastic cover if you do not notice any leaks. Then lower your vehicle to the
ground, turn off the engine, and let it settle for a moment. Lastly, check the oil level and keep on
adding oil until it reaches the dipstick's full level mark. Mercedes Benz has been a reputed
luxury car brand in the United States for many years. In , its mark to the market as a competitive
manufacturer of quality cars has been again imprinted with the introduction of a compact unit
also labeled as the Baby Benz. A combination of a sports car and a luxury sedanâ€”that was
what the Mercedes Benz C was all about. Its good consumer reception was a proof that
everything in it, from the distinctive front fascia to the powertrain assemblies, is a true-blooded
Mercedes family model. Marketed as a replacement for the Mercedes units sold between and ,
these models breathed with either a four-cylinder or six-cylinder engine, yielding a power
between hp and hp. A standard automatic transmission was used, but customers could opt for a
manual if desired. Fuel capacity successively improved through the years, which started out
with a 2. Safety and performance were two things distinguishable about Mercedes, so with the
first-generation models, the units were equipped with an ABS, side airbags, side-impact
protection, and brake assist. Performance units were also manufactured; these AMG-tweaked
models had an inline 6-cylinder engine that could yield hp. In , an improved AMG version
powered by a 4. With this power, these cars could cruise through roads at The
second-generation models started out with V6 petrol engines of either inline-four or inline-five
cylinders. Using six-speed manual gearboxes, the model variants included a sedan, a two-door
hatchback coupe, and a station wagon. The old 2. The interiors of the three body styles were
revised in The new facelift included a set of analog gauges, an iPod connection kit, and a
restyled center console and audio system. Following the facelifts was a shift to a six-cylinder
engine that tamed down carbon emissions and improved power by 24 percent compared with
the older engines. Newer versions of the C had an extended wheelbase and a stronger
bodyshell. The models were available in different trims that were characterized by their
powertrain. Generally, these models were equipped with a standard seven-speed automatic
transmission and a rear-wheel drive. The standard units operated at hp, while the AMG models
run at hp to hp. When it comes to interior design, the cars looked very appealing with a colored
LCD screen that displayed secondary vehicle functions. The models also had restyled side
mirrors and turn signals as well as LED lights for the bumper fog lights. Overall, the new models
were easier to drive because of the added agility control, which could be used to adjust the
settings for suspension and damper according to the driving habits and road conditions. Even
more, an upgrade option could be had by choosing an advanced agility control package that
included a sport mode button. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. Mercedes Benz C Alternator. Mercedes Benz C
Ball Joint. Mercedes Benz C Blower Motor. Mercedes Benz C Brake Booster. Mercedes Benz C
Brake Caliper. Mercedes Benz C Brake Disc. Mercedes Benz C Bumper Cover. Mercedes Benz C
Catalytic Converter. Mercedes Benz C Control Arm. Mercedes Benz C Fender. Mercedes Benz C
Floor Mats. Mercedes Benz C Fuel Filter. Mercedes Benz C Fuel Pump. Mercedes Benz C
Headlight. Mercedes Benz C Lowering Kit. Mercedes Benz C Parking Light. Mercedes Benz C
Serpentine Belt. Mercedes Benz C Spark Plug. Mercedes Benz C Starter. Mercedes Benz C
Steering Knuckle. Mercedes Benz C Steering Rack. Mercedes Benz C Tail Light. Mercedes Benz
C Throttle Body. Mercedes Benz C Vapor Canister. Mercedes Benz C Water Pump. Mercedes
Benz C Window Motor. Mercedes Benz C Window Regulator. Mercedes Benz C Wiper Blade.
Mercedes Benz C Wiper Motor. Refine by:. See All. Shop Mercedes Benz C Parts. Showing 1 - 15
of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Page 1 of Showing 1 - 15 of results. Mercedes Benz C Customer Reviews. Oct 12, I actually
ordered the wrong patt. Julius Goodwin. Purchased on Sep 20, Jun 11, I put this on my C Looks
identical to OEM as far as I can tell. Purchased on Jan 11, Jun 10, The part installed very easy.
Good quality part!! Purchased on Sep 01, Mercedes Benz C Guides. Mercedes Benz C The Story
of a Baby Benz America Learns to Love â€” First generation options for engine and fuel
capacity â€” Second generation changes to the body styles and interiors â€” present: Third
generation improvements in body, style, and performance. Formerly known as Daimler-Benz,
DaimlerChrysler created Mercedes Benz and has since been known as a certain brand of
automobiles and trucks that are commonly known as simply Mercedes. It is also being

considered as the world's oldest automobile manufacturer having end-products with reputation
of outstanding quality. Over the years, Mercedes Benz has remained competitive in their
struggle to dominate a wide spread of market segment and is now one of the most successful
automobile manufacturer. Benz has created thousands of vehicle models and platforms
including the stylish Benz C This stylish car carries unique Mercedes Benz C parts with good
quality for enough performance. Like other vehicle manufacturer, Benz has their own strategies
to cope up with the current market situation and ever-changing trends. They keep on monitoring
present community trends, analyze customer requirements and channel their developments and
designs towards the demands. As a result, Mercedes Benz was able to handle buying demands
expertly. Benz's C-Class vehicles are one proof. It is a price-leading sport coupe that never fails
to attract first-time Benz buyers with its combined style, space and features. And with the
strategies that Benz holds, you can be sure you'll get to buy only high-quality vehicles with
durable and efficient parts. Also, with their long stay in this kind of business, Mercedes was
able to establish high-class quality controls over its products. You're C, of course, needs all the
parts it's supposed to have so to perform effectively on the road. Parts such as engines,
transmissions, brakes, hoods, seats, instrumental panel, chassis, doors, windows, wheels, etc.
There are cases, however, where you have to replace some of these parts; maybe due to
damages brought by accidents and collisions, long years of service or maybe you just want to
upgrade some of its features. No need to worry about such cases; there
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are lots of manufacturers and dealers at the market today that cater to every parts needs and
demands of the buying public. The market offers wide array of parts for your Mercedes Benz C
These parts differ in types, kinds and classifications. You may find C auto parts, body parts, car
parts or replacement parts. The market also offers durable C aftermarket parts, performance
replacement parts, OEM parts, factory parts or used parts. The latter being the cheaper for the
reason that they are second-hand parts; they still offer quality though. Your C parts may also
vary in sizes, colors, designs, makes and finishes depending on your preferences. Helpful
Automotive Resources. The recalls in question are part of a year-long investigation conducted
by the NHTSA on vehicles from the to model years where it identified the automaker for. Contact
Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

